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Message From Your Editors

C

ongratulations are surely in order to

appropriate for all seasons and included it in

residents! Less than a year ago The

this issue. We also feel privileged to present

Recorder published its first issue. Thanks to

Conrad Frey’s painting on our cover. He first

you, we are in our second year, publishing

held an artist’s paintbrush in his hand in 2004;

Volume II, Number 1. With your continued

after just a few strokes he knew he had found a

welcomed submissions, you can anticipate four

new love. Our back cover photograph of a

quarterly publications this year.

picturesque sunset was taken on Bishops Lane.

This issue reveals fascinating experiences

We look forward to all the ideas and

and memories. We extend special thanks to

experiences you submit to us. Prose and poetry,

Debbie Snidow, who kept us in mind opening

along with articles written are welcomed.

one of her Christmas cards and found a

Anonimity will be respected in the event

Christmas Story, written in 1994 by Sherwood

residents choose. However, in order to contact

Smith when he served as Chaplain at

the writer, a resident must identify himself or

Westminster. Rather than save it for next

herself to the editors.

Christmas as she suggested, we saw it as a story

Thank you contributors
Prose and Poetry
Sue Bass | Wayne Dahlgren
Carol Hankins | Greg Haugan |

Dick Hiner

Betty Lewis | Elizabeth Lipscomb | John Pelissier
Kathleen Smith |

Sherwood Smith | Marguerite Watkins

WC Photographs

Painting

Mary Hoban

Conrad Frey

The deadline for the May 2018 issue is April 20, 2018.
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg
Sean Huyett

W

e’ve made a lot of

weather in January set our time

progress over the past

schedule back a little; but, the

three months with all the projects

Whiting-Turner team is confident

currently happening on campus. I

that we’re not that far behind.

know you are looking forward to

Spring will be here soon, and the

when everything is completed. I

warmer weather will help get the

am too.

work back on track.

But at the same time, it’s

And I can report that our dining

exciting to see the new paint and

areas are projected to be open in time

carpet in the corridors of the

for Mother’s Day festivities in May.

Brookhaven and Creekside Buildings. I’m not

The architect, the construction crew and the

good with color, as you know, but the fresh paint

interior design team members are working

certainly makes it brighter. New artwork is

diligently to be sure we will be fully outfitted with

coming along with updated furniture. We should

equipment and furnishings in time for this holiday.

see this all come together in the next month.

You’ll hear more about this in the weeks ahead.

I hope you continue to watch our

I look forward to reading this issue of The

construction cam. The week or so of cold

Recorder and hope you enjoy it too.

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500

(800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org
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Memories Of Mimi
by Kathleen Smith

W

hen I was three years old and my

was common to the area. Soon I was picking up

sister was one, I moved with my

words and phrases. “Comment ca va, Sha?” (How

family from Virginia to Crowley, Louisiana, where

are you, dear?), she would ask. “Bien, et vous?”

my father had been called to be pastor of the First

(Fine, and you?) I would dutifully reply. “Sha”

Presbyterian Church. Three other siblings, two

(pronounced with the short “a”) was the

brothers and another sister, would arrive in the

Creole/Cajun corruption of the French word

next few years.

“cher.” It was a term of endearment used to

Crowley, a town of about 12,000, was located

address almost any one from a friend, relative or

in the beautiful bayou country of southwest

small child to a clerk in a department store. To this

Louisiana, about 40 miles from the Gulf of

day my sisters and I still call each other “Sha.”

Mexico, where Spanish moss hung from live oak

Mimi used double negatives. I knew this

trees. It was famous for its filé gumbo, crawfish

was incorrect, but I didn’t want her to feel

etouffee and the International Rice Festival, which

uncomfortable. So when I was around her I

was held each year in October.

would use them, too. “I don’t want no gravy on

After I was married with children, Mother
commented on the fact that with my busy

my rice, Mimi,” I would say.
Our town had a beautiful main street. It was a

schedule—full-time job, duties as a minister’s wife,

wide boulevard with a grassy median down the

juggling the activities of three children—I had

center. Toward the east were beautiful Victorian

never in my married life had a maid. “We never

houses with wrap-around porches and lots of

had much money,” she said, “but I always had

gingerbread. The white people lived here. To the

help.” And so, shortly after our arrival in Crowley,

west, the streets were mainly unpaved and the

Mother hired a Creole woman to help her. She

houses, unpainted. This was where the black

cooked, cleaned and took us to the park in the

people lived. Sometimes when we were taking

afternoon while Mother took her nap.

Mimi home I would try to guess which house was

Her name was Mary Jones, and we called her

hers, but they all looked alike, so it was hard to

“Mimi.” She had a husband, Adolph, and a son

tell. One day there was a big surprise. A. J. had

named A. J. She had brown skin and a broad flat

found some bright Pepto-Bismol-colored paint, and

nose. Her wiry black hair was combed straight

the porch swing was now a brilliant pink! After

back from her face. She spoke both English and

that it was easy to tell which house was Mimi’s.

French—a variety of the Creole/Cajun patois that

One Christmas, when I had outgrown my
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belief in Santa Claus, my father, because of budget

order for ironing them after they had been

constraints, got my brother a second-hand bicycle.

starched and sprinkled—first the collar, then the

I helped him repaint it in the garage. On Christmas

cuffs, next the sleeves, the top front, the top back,

morning when my brother was showing off his

and finally, the bottom. Later, when I married a

“new” bike, A. J. came riding up on his brand new

minister who wore lots of white shirts, this skill

Schwinn. Mimi had put it on lay-away and had

stood me in good stead.

been paying on it for a whole year.
Mimi taught me skills that she thought would

Mimi was a Roman Catholic and went to Mass
at 8:30 on Sunday mornings. She would come while

be important in my life, such as how to kill and

we were at church and have dinner waiting when

dress a chicken and how to starch and iron a

we got home. The menu I remember most was

man’s shirt. Preparing a chicken was quite a

roast beef, rice and gravy, and green peas. Mimi

production. Mother would buy chickens from a

would eat her dinner at a table in the kitchen. She

local farmer and bring them home on the back

would put her roast on the plate, pile rice and gravy

seat of the car in a wooden crate. After wringing

over the meat, and top it off with the green peas.

the chicken’s neck (hold the head firmly in your

“Mimi,” I would say, “How can you eat your food

fist and swing it around in a big circle), Mimi

all mixed up like that?” “Well, Sha,” she would

would chop its head off and hang it over the

reply, “it all goes to the same place.”

clothesline to let the blood drain out.
The next step was to plunge it into boiling water

Once, when I had chicken pox, I remember
lying in the big bed in the guest room. Mimi came

that was ready in the big galvanized metal tub over

in with a chicken feather in her hand. “We are

a charcoal fire in the back yard. I got to help pull

going to put this feather under your bed, Chile,”

the feathers out. Mimi would light a match to get

she said. “That way you won’t get no scars from

rid of the pin feathers. Then came the good part.

that chicken pox.” I suppose it was one of her

She cut the bird open, and I got to pull out the guts!

Creole superstitions, but it worked. I never had a

I had to be careful, though, because we needed to

single scar from that chicken pox!

find the gall, a small greenish-black organ. If the gall

When I was 14, our family moved to

broke, its bitterness would spoil the whole bird.

Tennessee, and I never saw Mimi again. We heard

Another fun part was to cut open the craw to see

that she had gone to work for a lady in the church.

what the chicken had eaten for its last meal.

Of all the happy remembrances of my childhood,

As for the men’s shirts, there was a special

none are as special as my memories of Mimi.
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The Joy Of Flying In Congo
by John Pelissier

A

first trip to Congo (then Zaire) in the

had to arrive a long time before the scheduled

1970s was uneventful as my work

departing flight and wait in a crowded and noisy

was limited to Kinshasa. The only incident

area and everyone had arguments about

happened when at passport control I was led to an

reservations, the number of packages, and other

office and invited to sit by the desk of someone

nondescript merchandise such as bags of cassava,

who looked like a supervisor. He asked a few

even live chicken.

questions, but soon just kept the conversation

When boarding was announced, you had to

going until eventually he wished me a good trip.

rush to the gate for a flight that would be

As I boarded the flight it occurred to me that he

overbooked, and always the baggage would not be

had been angling for a reinforcement of his modest

on board with you. The flight took me to Mbuji-

salary. He must have concluded that I was too

Mayi, the diamond center in Kasai. On the return

stupid to make the right guess about his intention.

trip you had the same overbooking situation and

Perhaps the naivete in my DNA helped me keep a

the rush to get a seat on the plane. Besides Air

few extra bucks in my pocket. But I was

Zaire, the national airline, you had Zairean, a

scandalized, and I decided that this trip to Zaire

private airline using obvious secondhand

would be my last.

equipment.

I couldn’t have been more off the mark. A

I once took Zairean, which made a stopover in

few years after that visit as a consultant, I joined

some decrepit airport in the middle of nowhere

the World Bank, which financed a number of

with a sorry-looking terminal devoid of a

agricultural development projects in various

passenger lounge. A flight crew member climbed

parts of the country. I first worked in agricultural

to the cargo area, dumped a barrel of fuel to the

development in West Africa, then in South America,

ground, and with a hand pump proceeded to

and finally in East Africa which included Zaire.

refuel the plane. On a return flight to Kinshasa,

I was first involved in the Kasai region in East

the local governor happened to be preparing for

Central Congo. In the absence of a workable road

boarding. It looked like the choreography of a

network, the area could best be reached by air

departing king or president. A crowd assembled

travel. The international terminal at the Kinshasa

on the tarmac. We mere mortals had already

airport was messy enough, but bank staff

boarded the plane and were waiting for the VIP.

members were short circuited through passport,

The official car arrived. A military band started

currency and customs control by an agent of a

playing. The crowd lined up, and the governor

local travel agency. The terminal for in-country

started shaking hands. Eventually he came in and

flights exhibited total disorganization: passengers

we flew off. When we landed at Kinshasa quite the

18 | CHIMES

reverse happened: no one greeted the governor.
In another visit to Zaire I flew to eastern
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But there was a fuel shortage at the Goma
airport where the old landing strip had been

Kasai. Upon my arrival I was due to pay a visit to

covered with several feet of lava. We needed fuel

the local governor, as is often done for World

for the return trip so our pilot negotiated with the

Bank supervision missions. The courtesy visits

owner of one of the aircraft parked on the tarmac.

require that you wear jacket and tie, even in

He stepped on one wing, unscrewed the fuel tank,

tropical weather. Fortunately, these offices are air-

inserted the hose of a hand pump, pumped the fuel

conditioned and the higher the position of the

into a pail, and poured the fuel into the tank of

occupant, the colder the office. Most of the time is

our plane. Eventually we were able to fly.

spent in the field wearing short-sleeves and

Later, our plane flew from Bunia to Kisangani,

sneakers, but you always have a suit and dress

a city in the rainforest on the edge of the mighty

shoes for official visits. When I opened my

Congo River. As we approached the airport our

suitcase, I found my shoes changed into a pair of

pilot got directions from the control tower. The

primitive flip flops made of used tile. My suitcase

conversation ended as follows: “Could you possibly

had not been loaded, and an airport employee had

help me. I haven’t been paid for several months.”

arranged the substitution. I had no choice but to

From Kisangani we flew back to Kinshasa in

call on the governor with my suit and tie and

the Zairean second-hand aircraft. I recognized the

sneakers on my feet. The governor gave a dirty

pilot who a few years earlier had been in training

look at my feet and I quickly apologized and

in the same plane in Kasai. As we reached the

explain what happened.

cruising speed the pilot went to nap in the back of

My next assignment involved me with projects

the craft, leaving the controls to what might have

in eastern Congo, a scenic part of Africa with

been the co-pilot. As we were cruising over the

volcanoes, mighty rivers and lakes, rainforest and

endless forest, the second in command went to

wildlife. The country has two time zones, which

wake the pilot. They opened a hatch on the middle

means longer flights. The most impressive flight

of the aisle and started working on what appeared

was on a chartered executive plane that took our

to be a large nut on the machinery below the floor.

team from Bunia at the edge of Lake Albert to

After they covered the opening the pilot

Goma at the edge of Lake Kivu at the foot of the

addressed the passengers: “We can lower the

powerful Nyragongo volcano, which occasionally

landing gear, but we are not sure that it will hold.

spews lava near or even into the city. Goma is one

If it does not, we will have a belly landing. All of

of the most spectacular sites I have ever seen in

you must move to the front, and you must place

four continents.

continued on page 8
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Joy Of Flying In Congo

Mercy For All

continued from page 7

by Carol Hankins

all the hand-carried baggage in the back.” I had to

I dreamed I went to heaven;

get rid of my briefcase containing my passport and

Saint Peter met me at the gate.

all my papers. We all moved to the front seats

He seemed glad I was on time;

with about a third of the cabin left empty except

On earth they called me late.

for the baggage. It was quite tense. Once someone
ventured to comment out loud: “Someone here
must have done something awful, and now we’ll
all be paying for it.” It turned dark outside. I was
thinking about what situation I would face after
landing. No problem – a broken limb, or a long
hospital stay, or death, which prompted me to
prepare a goodbye note addressed to Emma,
telling about our love, our eventual everlasting life

When he opened heaven and let me in
I nearly fell on my face.
There, big as life sat Johnny Gwynn,
Whose life was a disgrace.
Right beside him was old Bob Smith
Who had cheated all his life.
He cheated on taxes, cheated at cards;
He cheated on his wife!

together and my assurance that I would be looking
over her and our children from heaven.
We reached the Kinshasa area. We circled

Across from him, to my surprise,
Sat that old gossip, Ruth.

around for some time to use up the fuel. Then we

She spread dirt about everyone,

prepared for landing. You could feel the anxiety.

Mostly without truth.

The pilot instructed us on how to position
ourselves. We hit the ground. The landing gear

There was stingy old Bill Milton

held on, keeping the belly of the plane off the

Who wouldn’t give you the time of day!

ground. What a relief! I would deliver the goodbye

For the life of me I couldn't see

note to Emma in person. The landing strip was

How he got here today.

lined up with some fire trucks and ambulances,
thankfully not needed. But I knew that the fire
engines would not work anyway. I was traveling
with Torvald, a Danish livestock specialist, both
competent and congenial. We would enjoy a

Off to the left sat Lily White
Who, clearly I recall,
Corrected everybody
And made herself judge of all.

strong drink once we reached the hotel. We agreed

This hall of folks turned white and gasped;

that from that day on each new day would be a

I turned to Saint Peter in fear!

surplus: the surplus has lasted some 40 years. I am

“It’s okay,” Saint Peter said.

in no hurry for it to cease. The Lord will decide.

“They're shocked to see you here.”
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A Swedish Mother’s Letter To Her Son
by Wayne Dalgren And Friend During Their College Days

D

ear Son,

dived in to save him, but he bravely

Just a few lines to let you know

I’m still alive. I will write this letter slowly,
because I know you can’t read fast.
First the big news…your Dad heard

fought them off. His wife had him
cremated, and it took three days to put out the
fire in the funeral home. On the other hand
your father hasn’t had a drink since

that most accidents happen close to

Thanksgiving. I put a pit of castor oil in his

home, so we moved. You won’t know the

beer. I think it will keep him going until after

house when you come home and I can’t send you

New Year’s Day.

the address. The Norwegian family that lived

More bad news. Three of your friends had

here took the house numbers with them so they

been hitting the glog pretty heavy. They went

wouldn’t have to change their address.

off the bridge at Jorgenson’s Corners in a

About your father…He has a lovely new job

pickup. Ollie was driving and the other two

with over 500 men under him. He is cutting

were in the back. Ollie rolled down the window

grass at the Svenska Cemetery.

and got out. But the other two drowned dead.

The weather has been real good lately…it
only rained twice this week; three days the first
time and four the second time.
The coat you wanted me to send you? The

They couldn’t get the tailgate down in time.
When I went to the doctor yesterday, your
father went with me. The doctor put a small
tube in my mouth and said not to open my

one with the big heavy buttons? Aunt Sue said

mouth for two minutes. I was never so

it would be too heavy to send it through the

ashamed. Your father asked the doctor if he

mail with those buttons on, so I cut them off

could buy a case of them tubes.

and put them in the right hand pocket.
Your sister Mary had a baby this morning. I

Well, we got another bill from the funeral
home last week. They said if we didn’t make the

haven’t found out if it is a boy or a girl, so I

last payment on Grandma’s funeral, up she comes.

can’t tell you if you are an aunt or an uncle.

I hope I wrote this slow enough for you. If I

I just found out that your cousin Olga has
given up the birth control pill, since her
husband, Sven, bought a condominium.
We do have some bad news. Uncle Yogi
drowned last week in a vat of whiskey at the
Johnson Brewery. Some of his fellow workers

didn’t, let me know and I’ll write it again next
time.
Love,
Mother
P.S. I was going to send you $10.00, but I
had already sealed the envelope.
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Julia And The Queen
by Dick Hiner

I

n the last issue of The Recorder, I shared

assigned to the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) in

my experience with Julia Child and her

France and Julia accompanied him to Paris.

first TV appearance. But Julia had a fascinating

There, Julia enrolled in the famous Le Cordon

life long before she became America’s most famous

Bleu cooking school where her expertise and

TV cook. Some have written about her work as a

creativity in food preparation developed. She

spy for the United States during World War II. Not

teamed up with classmate Simone Beck to publish

exactly, if you define a spy as one dressed in a

her first cookbook, Mastering the Art of French

trench coat at night standing outside a foreign

Cooking, the publication she featured during her

embassy, eavesdropping with a listening device.

first unforgettable TV appearance in 1962.

This does not describe Julia, but she was involved
in Intelligence.
During the war she very much wanted to join

Fourteen years passed before I worked with
Julia again. On July 7, 1976, I held the position of
Production Director at WETA-TV, the Public

the military as a WAC (Woman’s Army Corps) or

Broadcasting Service (PBS) affiliate in Washington,

a member of the WAVES (Women Accepted for

D.C. It had been a busy period for us. We televised

Volunteer Emergency Service). But her height of

the Watergate Hearings, the resultant resignation

six feet two inches resulted in a rejection as being

of President Nixon, and Vice-President Gerald

too tall. So, instead she joined the Office of

Ford becoming President.

Strategic Services (OSS) as a civilian research
assistant in the Secret Intelligence Division.
One day she heard that the Navy was having a

As a way to celebrate the nation’s bicentennial,
President Ford invited Queen Elizabeth and Prince
Philip to the White House for an official state

problem with sharks bumping into mines deployed

dinner celebrating this historic event. A large tent

in many of our harbors to deter Nazi U-Boats

was erected on the lawn to accommodate the

from entering. The mines exploded when the

almost 200 guests from around the world, as well

curious sharks investigated. Julia had an idea that

as Julia, who expressed excitement about meeting

if the mines could be coated with something that

the Queen. PBS assigned our station to cover the

sharks would despise, they would avoid the

event from beginning to end, and we asked her if

objects. She developed a concoction that the Navy

she would be willing, prior to the dinner, to

smeared on the mines and it worked. We don’t

conduct an interview about the menu with the

know the recipe, but the substance is still used

White House Executive Chef. She readily agreed.

today to repel sharks, and many believe that this

Because of the high visibility of the event, PBS

was Julia’s first foray into the world of cooking.

brass felt they needed to bring in a New York TV

After the war, Paul Child, Julia’s husband, was

network director to oversee the production. While
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quite talented directing large complex events, he

quick edit job was performed, giving a shortened,

had an astounding profanity-laced vocabulary that

sanitized version of the interview for use for the

he had developed into a fine art. He felt quite

program that evening. Our crew saved the whole

comfortable to unleash a torrent of profanity

tape and provided it as entertainment for the

whenever things weren’t going to his liking.

station’s staff Christmas party for a number of

The day of the dinner didn’t start out well for
Julia. While waiting outside her hotel for the limo

years.
Julia was honored to meet the Queen, who

to pick her up and transport her to the White

was familiar with Julia’s work and reputation.

House, a heavy rain shower passed by that

Julia must have made a good impression because a

dampened her somewhat. Undaunted by this, the

rose grows in the UK named the “Julia Child

limo delivered her to the Executive Mansion where

Rose.” It is said to be “Absolutely Fabulous” with

a kind member of the White House staff helped

a color of “golden butter/gold floribunda.”

dry her off and put her back together. Very little

The final glitch of the evening happened with

really bothered Julia. Remember, she would

the traditional first dance the President had with

accidently drop a chicken on the floor during a

Queen Elizabeth. What could possibly go wrong

show, reach down, pick it up, wash it off, and

with that? Not so fast. The Marine Band,

continue without missing a beat. But she did want

providing music for the evening, selected the

to look her best in the presence of the Queen.

musical piece “The Lady is a Tramp,” from the

The White House Executive Chef met Julia in

1937 musical, Babes in Arms. Unless someone

the East Room for the recorded interview. Julia

told Her Majesty, it’s doubtful she was aware of

was given a device called an IFB (Interrupted

the title.

Feedback) to place in her ear to hear the chef,

Julia passed away in 2004 at age 91. She has

herself and instructions from the director during

been recognized with many awards such as the

the interview. Something unrelated to the interview

French Legion of Honor and the U.S. Presidential

happened in the control truck that set off the

Medal of Freedom. The National Museum of

director with a loud stream of profanity, all of

Natural History in Washington, D.C., exhibits her

which blasted into Julia’s ear during the interview.

kitchen. She was one of a kind, contributed so

Not wanting to hear any of that, she yanked the

much, provided so much joy, and one who

device from her ear and it happened to land right

touched so many. Her cheery wit and approach to

next to her lapel-mounted microphone which

bringing fine cuisine into our homes is sorely

carried the director’s profane rant to the tape

missed.

scheduled to be played back later that night. A
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Kiwi Triathlon World Championship
by Greg Haugan

I

watched my friend, Pat, complete the

Wow! The swim component of the Olympic

Baltimore Triathlon, (a mile swim, 24-

distance triathlon is a metric mile, 1,500 meters, or

mile bike ride and 10k run) and congratulated her

about 9/10 of a U.S. mile. With gloves or fins not

on being awarded first place in her age group. She

allowed, shockingly cold water hit my feet, hands

had been a running partner when we lived in

and face. Two days prior to the race, I swam about

Boston where we ran every day at noon during

a half mile to familiarize myself with the course

our mid-day break at work, as well as racing

and the finish area where we would run up the

many weekends. She said, “Greg, why don’t you

beach, shed our wet suits and jump on our bikes.

‘do Baltimore’ with me next year?” She had gotten

Fortunately, I had a full wet suit covering my

into triathlon four years earlier, and by this time

arms and legs and an insulated swim cap and they

Sue and I had moved to northern Virginia. I told

helped keep me warm; my discomfort was limited

her I didn’t own a bike and had trouble swimming

primarily to my face and feet. Many of my fellow

the length of a pool. Her reply was, “Well, you

participants wore a shorter version, exposing legs

have a year!”

and arms and didn’t have insulated caps, only the

The next year I “did Baltimore” with Pat, and

thin team caps – too cold. They hadn’t considered

three years later I successfully became a member of

the proximity of New Zealand to Antarctica and

the U.S. Amateur Triathlon Team in the 60 – 64

October being early spring down under.

year-old age group. My wife, Sue, and I, including

A long, steep hill made up much of the 40

my friend Pat, made our way to Wellington, New

kilometer (25 mile) bike course and presented the

Zealand, for the World Championships with the

second challenge. The route included going from

other approximately 220 members. The

Wellington, which sits in the center of an extinct

Wellington Triathlon had been designed to qualify

volcano on the west side of the island, over the

the sport for inclusion in future Olympic Games.

mountain range to the eastern shore and back. We

With a lot of frequent flyer points to my credit,

had been given maps of the course several months

Sue and I felt fortunate to fly first class both

earlier, which included the steep climb profile of

directions. This was especially convenient as we

the biggest hill through the mountain pass.

had with us a borrowed bike case that looked like

Unfortunately, no comparable hills exist in

a casket on wheels containing my bike and racing

northern Virginia, where we lived and I trained,

wheels, training wheels, wet suit, helmet,

giving me concern about being able simply to ride

uniforms, racing shoes, etc.

to the top of the hill. After a little investigation, I

Two physical challenges awaited us in the land

found a steep hill with a similar profile on Skyline

of the Kiwis. First, choppy water in the Wellington

Drive and I rode it twice for familiarization and to

harbor averaged about 55 degrees Fahrenheit.

build confidence. In Wellington, Pat and I, and
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others from my age group team, rode the bike

and white jackets with blue sleeves. Following

course three days prior to the race, including the big

welcoming speeches given by proud city fathers in

hill, and enjoyed very much coasting down and

Wellington’s central square, another noisy, warlike

then riding along the beach for a few miles. We had

“Maori challenge” rang out.

good weather. Wellington is known for its winds ¬–

The race itself was exciting and fortunately we

60 mph winds are common. Some of the streets

had good weather with little wind. The swim

have heavy ropes strung along the buildings for

presented some difficulty due to a heavy chop

pedestrians to use to keep from being blown away.

causing me to take about 10 minutes longer than

The day before the race, we participated in the

planned to complete the swim. Several competitors

“Parade of Nations” with several marching bands.

without wet suits experienced hypothermia,

This event alone was worth the effort I put into

resulting in not completing the race.

getting to this race. About 20 countries

Two things helped me climb the mountain on

participated with big teams from New Zealand,

my bike: wind and having gained familiarity with

Australia, Great Britain, Japan and the U.S. and

the course. Still, it took me about 1½ hours to

smaller teams from Israel, China, Canada, Brazil,

complete the 40k ride, close to what I had

Mexico and others. All the teams dressed in their

expected. It is hard to keep a high speed climbing a

country’s uniforms with the leader carrying the

seven-mile long, 2,000-foot hill.

country flag, just like in the Olympics.

A flat course along the Wellington harbor

The ceremony started with four boatloads of

made the 10k run relatively easy, but my time of

Maori warriors complete with spears, war paint,

about 55 minutes reflected the tiredness that had

tattoos and chants, furiously paddling into the

invaded my body. The leading, much younger

harbor and landing near the parade-organizing

competitors had finished almost an hour earlier.

area. These warriors then led the approximately

We older men and women required between three

half-mile parade into downtown Wellington’s

and four hours for the total course, which includes

central plaza. A group of Wellington school

the time for changing between events and finding

children led each country’s contingency dressed to

your bike station in a field of nearly 1,500

represent the culture of that country. Pat and I

competitors. After the tiredness, the main thing I

walked together in the parade while my wife, Sue,

remember are the large crowds lining the streets.

provided logistics support. The large Japanese

The city of Wellington hosted an awards

contingency, dressed in white “judo” warm-up

dinner held in a large auditorium. We cheered for

suits with large bright red suns and warrior head

our teammates as they got their awards. My award

bands, caught everyone’s attention. But the U.S.

was just being there with Sue, having finished the

team was happy with our long red warmup pants

race, and not being last in my age group.
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Review

An Opera Winner!
by Betty Lewis

A

n outstanding evening in early

orchestra and conductor. The curtain set time

November for residents was

and place. This was accomplished by subtly

Westminster’s opportunity to showcase Opera

projected videos of numerous greater Lynchburg

on the James’ preview of Don Giovanni.

area scenes moving along as the opera

Residents who filled the Commons were treated

progressed. All was done so unobtrusively it

to the talented singing and acting of the lead

scarcely was noticed. The props on stage

participants. It was an evening to remember and

consisted of varied assemblies of crates. That

promised a winning performance for Lynchburg

reality was immaterial.

opera lovers.
Opening night of Don Giovanni at the

What made Opera on the James’ production
possible and successful was the quality of the

Academy Center of the Arts Warehouse Theater

talented acting and beautiful voices of artists,

proved that Opera on the James combined a

who had performed in opera houses across the

fabulously original “Lynchburg Production” of

United States and in Europe. This, combined

the opera, with the gifted artists who performed

with the ethereal quality of Mozart’s music,

at Westminster. Since 1787, Don Giovanni has

gave the audience a thrill it will long remember.

been annually the most frequently performed of

The quality of the music literally transcended

the whole opera repertoire. Director Cecelia

the time and setting.

Schieve had stressed during the presentation this

However, I must add a note in fairness to those

production would be unique. The setting and

who honestly admit “Opera just isn’t for me.”

time period would be Lynchburg 1950, versus

Thanks to the superb acting and easy visibility of

the traditional setting and time in which the

translated lyrics, I doubt one could have been

opera was written. Investing opera funds in the

present and not enjoyed our universal Don Juan,

accomplished artists, as opposed to costly

currently portrayed, engaging in his flings!

costumes and sets, proved wise.

Characteristically, he was never able to regret his

However, no matter how Cecelia Schieve

jilted and broken-hearted victims. All is justified,

might have endeavored to prepare us, no one

as he unctuously vindicates himself, exclaiming,

could have anticipated the fabulous production

“If I loved only one, I’m disappointing all those

presented! The distinctive opaque filmy curtain

others!”

drawn across the rear of the stage shielded the
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A Story For All Seasons
(adapted from ‘A Christmas Story,’ by Sherwood Smith, December 1994)

T

he story is told of a mother who sent her
young daughter to a nearby convenience

store to buy some bread and milk. Nearly an hour

“Oh, I see,” said the mother. “Did you stop to
help her fix her doll?”
“No, Mommy, I couldn’t fix it. The dolly was

had passed and the daughter had not returned.

too badly broken,” the child replied. “I just

The anxious mother checked and rechecked her

stopped to help her cry.”

watch. She was on the verge of setting out to

We adults, too, experience brokenness in our

search for the missing child when suddenly the

lives—marriages, families, friendships, careers,

daughter appeared, skipping down the sidewalk,

health—even faith. It is sad to cry alone. We feel so

grocery bag in hand.

isolated where there is no one to give a helping

A relieved, but annoyed, mother required an

hand, say a kind word, share a cup of coffee, or

explanation for her daughter’s tardiness. “Where

simply to lend an ear. Let every day be one that

have you been? What took you so long?”

finds each of us seeking those who are holding

“Oh, Mommy, I’m sorry,” the daughter

their bits of brokenness. As we sit with them and

responded. “I saw a little girl sitting on her front

enter their darkness and loneliness, both of us,

steps crying and crying. Her favorite doll was

perhaps, will experience a fresh, breaking light and

broken.”

healing love.
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A Book Review

Clementine: The Life of Mrs. Winston Churchill
Sonia Purnell (2016)
by Elizabeth Lipscomb

I

t is ironic that the American publishers

connection, Lady St. Helier, who had also

chose to change the British title of this

helped a young Winston Churchill. The two

impressively researched and spellbinding

first met in 1908 at a dinner party where they

biography, First Lady: The Life and Wars of

immediately found much to discuss. She was by

Clementine Churchill, to Clementine: The Life

then earning her own living—learning about the

of Mrs. Winston Churchill, thus emphasizing its

world beyond the closed social circle into which

subject’s primary identity as Winston Churchill’s

she was born and soon sharing her insights with

wife, not as a person in her own right. Sonia

Winston. A few months later they married in

Purnell’s stated purpose in her introduction,

the presence of 1,300 guests. From that point

however, is to offer “a fresh appraisal of the

on, her world centered on her husband. Her

woman behind this great but erratic man, one

role as mother (eventually of five children)

that will allow her contribution to be duly

always took second place to that of wife.

recognized.”
Clementine’s life was filled with

Purnell draws extensively on correspondence
between the Churchills to show how

contradictions and controversy from the very

Clementine’s good sense and knowledge of the

beginning. She was the daughter of Lady

world beyond Winston’s aristocratic circle

Blanche Hozier, daughter of the Scottish Earl of

contributed to his political advancement.

Airlie. Whether her father was Colonel Henry

Through private luncheons and dinner parties,

Hozier or one of her mother’s many lovers is,

she created opportunities to showcase his

according to Purnell, still in question.

talents, and she often read, listened to, and

Clementine and her siblings became “helpless

critiqued his parliamentary speeches. She was

hostages” in ongoing custody fights. They

convinced that he was destined for success, even

moved from home to home in Britain and later

in the years when his political future looked

in France, finding stability only in their summer

grim.

vacations with their maternal grandmother, the
Dowager Countess of Airlie.
Clementine returned to her upper class
English world under the patronage of a family

Her support was critical in the years of
World War II, both in public and behind the
scenes. When Winston became Prime Minister
in 1940, she insisted that the whole family
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remain in London

But her responsibilities were not yet over. In

during the German

1951, Winston, at age 77, became Prime

bombings, even

Minister for the last time. Together, he and

occasionally taking her

Clementine rode in a coach in Queen Elizabeth’s

turn spending nights as

coronation procession. Although he was clearly

a firewatcher on the

failing physically, he continued to serve until

roof. Purnell credits her with inspiring

April of 1955. His strong will and his wife’s

Winston’s speech calling on a million women to

ongoing care kept him alive and active until a

join the work forces in “munition and aircraft

severe stroke in January of 1965.

factories” while their husbands, fathers, and
brothers served in the army.

Purnell’s last chapter, called somewhat
ironically “Epilogue,” as if her life had lost its

She accompanied Winston on visits to

significance with Winston’s death, notes both

Franklin Roosevelt in Washington and went

the public recognition and personal sadness of

alone to Russia shortly after the war to receive

Clementine’s last years. She was made a life

recognition for her work in sending the Red

peer, a member of the House of Lords. But she

Cross to provide aid. She reported that her

had to face the death of her son Randolph,

reception by Stalin was distinctly cool, in spite

whose whole life had filled her with anxiety, the

of his conferences with his wartime allies.

1963 suicide of her oldest child, Diana, and the

Perhaps her most difficult post-war

alcoholism of her daughter, Sarah. Her last

challenge was to support Winston after his

years were made tolerable by the concern and

party’s defeat in the summer election of 1945.

care of friends, her daughter Mary, and her

He had assumed that his service during the war

grandchildren.

would win him popular approval, but the

Clementine is a compelling biography,

country wanted change. Both Churchills were,

offering a valuable perspective on 20th century

however, honored in both Britain and around

history and a sympathetic view of a family that

the world. Prime Minister Clement Atlee gave

did much to shape that history. It should do

her the title of “Dame” for her wartime

much to give to its subject the recognition that

achievements.

Sonia Purnell believes she deserves.
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A Golden Clump Of Flowers With Fleshy Leaves
by Marguerite Thoburn Watkins
(from her poetry book ‘Patterns in Henna’)
A Golden Clump of Flowers with Fleshy Leaves
like succulents, moisture-plump leaves
and piercing flowers,
glowed in the dappled shade and speckled sun
of the watercourse below our bungalow.
Petals yellow beyond yellow were tinged with orange.
(I look in the flower book now –
a picture or two like the blooms perhaps,
but none with those succulent leaves.)
A spring gushed from under the rock to which it clung
and the roots dipped into that ice-cold spring,
drinking, always drinking.
The water glazed a scree of scattered stones.
Moses struck such a rock for water
but the surprising flowers were miracle
for my brother and me. I was nine.
“Where have you been,” our mother said,
the usual question, not really expecting answer.
“Wash your hands before you eat.”
We washed; we ate; we went upstairs to sleep,
savoring, but not mentioning, the flower
for what could we say except,
“We saw a yellow flower.”
Contented and complete, I slept without dreams,
wrapped in the deep sleep of childhood.
Our days in the mountains were the dreams,
waking dreams with lovely secrets.
What need for a pale counterfeit at night?
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Strickler Library Notes
New Donations – Winter 2018
Compiled by Sue Bass
Personal History – Biography of Katherine

Glass Houses – Louise Penny. Superintendent

Graham, Editor of The Washington Post.

Gamache solves the mystery of a mysterious
figure in Three Pines.

A Gentleman In Moscow – Amor Towles. Story
of a Russian Count under house arrest in a

The Way Forward – Paul Ryan. An unvarnished

Moscow hotel during the revolution and his

look into the state of the conservative

adoption and raising of a child there.

movement today.

The Heist – Janet Evanovich. Con man chased

American Heiress – Jeffrey Toobin. The wild

by FBI agent Kate O’Hara.

saga of the kidnapping, crimes and trial of Patty
Hearst.

A Legacy Of Spies – John Le Carre. British
Secret Service member Peter Guillam faces issues

Deep Freeze – Woman found in a block of ice

from the Cold War past.

and the intrigue that involves a local high
school.

Cyber Spies – Gordon Corera. Secret history of
surveillance, hacking and digital espionage.

Additionally, a few new mysteries by familiar
authors.

The Little Stranger – Sarah Waters. A doctor’s
involvement with a family having old secrets.

